“NEW HAMPSHIRIZING” IMPLEMENTATION RESEARCH: MAKING IT WORK FOR YOUR SYSTEM

SEPTEMBER 26, 2013

2:30 pm Eastern • 1:30 pm Central • 12:30 pm Mountain
11:30 am Pacific • 10:30 am Alaska • 8:30 am Hawaii

HANDOUTS AT NRCOI WEBSITE:

PRESENTERS:

- Penthea Burns, Northeast and Caribbean Implementation Center (NCIC) Site Liaison, New Hampshire, pburns@usm.maine.edu
- Maggie Bishop, Director, Division of Children, Youth and Families (DCYF), New Hampshire
- Todd Crumb, Senior Planner, DCYF, New Hampshire
- David Lambert, Evaluation Director, NCIC, DAVIDL@usm.maine.edu

AGENDA:

- Welcome and Introduction (Anne Comstock, NRCOI and Penthea Burns)
- Implementation Research and New Hampshire (Penthea Burns, Maggie Bishop and Todd Crumb):
  - Implementation stages
  - Implementation drivers
  - Reflections
- Questions and comments
- Evaluation (David Lambert)
- Additional Questions and Comments